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5-50 TB/day

(per antenna) 
ASKAP system summary

36 antennas with 
phased array feeds

Mid-band 700 MHz 
to 1800 MHz

30 deg2

field of view

12m diameter



• Started operations this year, 
conducting pilot surveys now
• Commissioning efforts 

spanned nearly a decade
• System still actively evolving 

from operational experience
• Producing excellent science
• Many lessons already 

reflected in SKA plans

ASKAP current status



• The first deployment will have major issues (despite all the CDRs)
• Real-world performance and problems are extremely difficult to predict

– Deploy prototypes in the field and expect production performance to differ
– Integrate prototype systems as soon as possible and allow time for testing

• High-level systems with many links are very difficult to integrate and test
• e.g. Telescope manager software, data processing pipelines
• These exist in the “chaotic” complexity domain when first deployed!

• Issues of scale are difficult to predict and arise late in construction
• Tests may pass for one or two units, but fail in the field with hundreds
• Investigating such issues usually needs to be done on the full system

Lessons from commissioning



ASKAP test platform at Parkes (below) and 
early deployment at MRO (right)

Mk I PAFs did not meet performance 
specifications when tested on-sky, but 
the first 6 production units were 
already being built 



• Different constraints, goals and procedures in each phase
• These come into conflict and need to be balanced carefully

• Each phase overlaps the next and knowledge should be retained
• Operational improvements may need significant engineering effort

The path to operations

AIV Commissioning Operations

Engineering acceptance tests need 
commissioning-level depth

Commissioning develops the first 
operational procedures



• Start early, build the commissioning team during design
• Make sure commissioning work can provide feedback into designs
• Involve designers in commissioning newly deployed hardware
• Test everything, visualise outputs, do unexpected things
• Commissioning requires tools that may not be obvious from requirements 
• Develop a culture of shared responsibility instead of “hand over”
• Build support for partial systems at all levels of complexity
• This is a hardware consideration as well as software/firmware

Planning to commission a new telescope



• Science observations are the ultimate system test
• Simulations prepare for scale, but not robustness – real data are messy

• Long term science planning is risky in the absence of data
• Strategies can change – e.g. EMU moving frequency bands due to RFI

• Science working groups need links to commissioning
• ASKAP Commissioning and Early Science (ACES) integrated model
• Tracing science data quality issues to engineering solutions is difficult

– Even communicating the nature of a problem is challenging
• Early science reacts to opportunities and identifies new priorities
• Small amounts of data can be hugely beneficial to the science community

Attempting science during commissioning



9 beams, 6 antennas1 beam, 3 antennas 36 beams, 9 antennas

36 beams, 12 antennas 36 beams, 16 antennas 36 beams, 36 antennas

Growth of ASKAP reflected in image quality



• Survey-scale operations with an early array release of 12 antennas
• Verify continuum and spectral line observing and processing modes
• Search for unexpected features and systematics (e.g. beamforming boundaries)
• Two moderate-scale surveys planned for the whole science community

– This evolved into a more flexible series of small observations
– Science teams actively involved in data processing using observatory software

• Highlighted gaps between commissioning and operations
• Additional tools needed (beam management, visualisation, etc.)
• Commissioning requires getting the right answer once, operations requires 

automation, robustness, efficiency and sustainable procedures

ASKAP’s early science program









• Science teams asked to nominate individual test fields
• Designed to verify telescope performance for exact modes of operation

• Observatory responsible for data processing
• Manage supercomputing resources and triage issues reported by science teams

– Science teams still experimenting directly, but using small amounts of data

• Processing parameters determined iteratively with ACES input
• Test field data challenges were extremely important for progress

– Identified issues with flagging, continuum subtraction, calibration, etc.

Full-scale test observations with 36 antennas





First fringes with the full ASKAP array



First single beam image with the full array



GAMA23 test field



Eridanus neutral Hydrogen test field



• ASKAP’s science goals involve multi-year survey projects
• Experience with early science suggested ramping surveys up in stages

• An initial 100 hours allocated to each science team for a pilot
• Check that we reach required sensitivity levels and dynamic range
• Confirm that footprint and tiling strategy are suitable
• Ensure that all required data products are provided to end users

• Pilot surveys are also helping to develop operational procedures
• Logging, reporting, fault tracking and recovery, maintenance scheduling, etc.

ASKAP pilot surveys



• Re-processing is unavoidable when commissioning imaging software
• Use batch processing, incorporate checkpoint stages and allow inspection
• New tools will be needed and evolve outside the project if necessary
• Support multiple methods for everything e.g. bandpass calibration

• Building in fault tolerance can save more time than optimisation

• Input and analysis from astronomers is essential
• Science ready data products need to be verified by scientists, however:

– Diverse science goals lead to proliferation of (conflicting) requirements
– Software needs to be flexible to cope with multiple modes

Lessons from science verification
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Thank you
The Australian SKA Pathfinder is part of the Australia Telescope 
National Facility which is managed by CSIRO.

Operation of ASKAP is funded by the Australian Government with 
support from the National Collaborative Research Infrastructure 
Strategy.

ASKAP uses the resources of the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre.

We acknowledge the Wajarri Yamatji people as the traditional 
owners of the Observatory site.


